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Learning English Faster Podcast 

-No grammar, no lists to memorize, no textbooks- 

In this episode we will be discussing the following:  

Part 1 - New year resolutions 

Part 2 - Short (true) story 

Part 3 - Questions and Answers 

Hi everyone, my name is David, and it is my goal to help you learn English faster.  

Learning to speak English is easier than you think, you just need to use the correct 

learning methods.  Remember that you can always access the complete written 

transcripts for each podcast at learningenglishfaster.com.  You may also join the 

“Learning English Faster .com” Facebook group and meet other people who are 

also learning English.  Just go to: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3396962433722654 

 

Part 1 - New year resolutions 

Every New Year’s Eve, millions of people around the globe celebrate with the 

hope that next year will be better than the last, and this may be truer than ever 

this year.  Statistically, over half of all people think that they will follow through 

with their new year’s resolutions.  Some of the most common resolutions include 

eating healthier, exercising more, learning something new, saving money, and 

quitting smoking.  Interestingly, only about 26% of people say that they do not 

have a resolution.  If you have ever been to a gym in the beginning of January, you 

have probably witnessed a crowd of new arrivals.  But you should not worry too 

much because a large percentage of that crowd is sure stop showing up at the 

gym by the end of February.  Studies have shown that less than 25% of people 

actually stay committed to their resolutions after just 30 days, and that only 

about 8% accomplish them.  These statistics are not very encouraging, so how can 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3396962433722654


you increase your odds of success this year?  In one study, researchers contacted 

participants by telephone after 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 2 

years.  This study followed 153 smokers to determine the factors that made 

success more likely.  At the 2 year follow up point, the use of multiple strategies 

was associated with a much higher success rate.  The participants who decided to 

quit by using wishful thinking and did not have any real plan were very likely to 

fail.  Strategies that helped included: making a list of reasons as a reminder, 

keeping a picture of their child with them, and always keeping chewing gum 

around.  In my opinion, what is important is having a clear plan and enough 

motivation to make it work.   

 

Part 2 - Short (true) story 

It is not something that I am proud to admit, but I used to smoke, and I can tell 
you that quitting is very challenging.  The famous American author, Mark Twain, 
is known to have said the following: “giving up smoking is easy…I’ve done it 
hundreds of times.”  Well, I have to say that Mark Twain and I have something 
in common.  I must have quit and started smoking again around a hundred 
times over a period of many years.  However, I never completely gave up on 
quitting.  Each time I quit; I would last just a little longer because I knew a little 
better what to expect.  Eventually, after quitting for more than two years, I just 
decided that it would be foolish to ever start again, so I never did.  Well, I have 
been smoke-free for over 15 years now, and I never even think about it 
anymore.  Everyone is different, but what helped me is always keeping some 
curiously strong mints called Altoids in my pocket.  These mints are so strong 
that they would help take my mind off my desire to smoke.  Eventually, I 
realized that it truly was foolish to start smoking again because it would mean 
that I would have to start over.  After I truly understood this, I would not let a 
bad day, bad week, or even a bad year get me down, and I think that this is 
what really helped me quit for good.   

 

 

 



Part 3 - Questions and Answers 

Now, I will tell a small part of the story followed by a pause, this pause is time for 

you to answer out loud.  Short and quick one or two-word answers are best.  This 

technique simulates a conversation and helps you to start thinking in English.  

Answer the questions as if you were telling the story.   

It is not something that I am proud to admit, but I used to smoke, and I can tell 
you that quitting is very challenging.   

-Are you proud that you used to have a nasty habit like smoking? 

No, I am not proud at all.  I used to smoke, but I am not proud of this fact.   

 

The famous American author, Mark Twain, is known to have said the following: 
“giving up smoking is easy…I’ve done it hundreds of times.”  Well, I have to say 
that Mark Twain and I have something in common.   

-Was quitting smoking easy for you and Mark Twain? 

No, well not exactly, Mark Twain was joking.  You see, quitting is easy, but not 
starting again is extremely difficult.   

 

I must have quit and started smoking again around a hundred times over a 
period of many years.  However, I never completely gave up on quitting.   

-How many times did you quit smoking, around 100 or twice? 

I seriously must have quit smoking around 100 times, only to start again.   

 

Each time I quit; I would last just a little longer because I knew a little better 
what to expect.  Eventually, after quitting for more than two years, I just 
decided that it would be foolish to ever start again, so I never did.   



-Did you decide to stop quitting because nobody likes a quitter, or did you 
successfully quit for good? 

After quitting smoking for more than two years, I decided that it would be terribly 
foolish to ever start again, so I never did.   

 

Well, I have been smoke-free for over 15 years now, and I never even think 
about it anymore.  Everyone is different, but what helped me is always keeping 
some curiously strong mints called Altoids in my pocket.   

-Do you still think about smoking? 

No, I never think about smoking anymore.  Today, if I walk past someone who is 
smoking, the smell disgusts me.   

 

These mints are so strong that they would help take my mind off my desire to 
smoke.   

-Were the mints strong or weak? 

The mints I used were so strong that they would overwhelm my senses and take 
my mind off my desire to smoke.   

 

Eventually, I realized that it truly was foolish to start smoking again because it 
would mean that I would have to start over.   

-Did you finally realize that it was foolish to keep stopping and starting again? 

Yes, eventually I realized that it was truly foolish to start smoking again because it 
would just mean that I would have to quit again.   

 



After I truly understood this, I would not let a bad day, bad week, or even a bad 
year get me down, and I think that this is what really helped me quit for good. 

-Did you finally quit smoking for good? 

Yes, after failing many times, I finally learned not to let a stroke of bad luck get me 
down and I was finally able to quit for good.     

 

Conclusion 

Remember that repetition is key to success.  I suggest listening to each podcast 

many times throughout the week.  This repetition will allow your brain to acquire 

common phrases and verbal patterns naturally.  I have been known to listen to 

my podcasts for learning Spanish up to 50 times.  If you like this free podcast, 

please help me to continue developing content by sharing on your favorite social 

media.  Until next week. 

 

 


